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The synchronisation of multiple nano-contact spin torque oscillators (NC-STOs) is mediated

by propagating spin waves (SWs). While it has been shown that the Oersted field generated

in the vicinity of the NC can dramatically alter the emission pattern of SWs, its role in the

synchronisation behaviour of multiple NCs has not been considered to date. We investigate

the synchronisation behaviour in multi NC-STOs oriented either vertically or horizontally,

with respect to the in-plane component of the external field. Synchronisation is promoted

(impeded) by the Oersted field landscape when the NCs are oriented vertically (horizontally)

due to the highly anisotropic SW propagation. Not only is robust synchronisation between

two oscillators observed for separations larger than 1000 nm, but synchronisation of up to

five oscillators, a new record, has been observed in the vertical array geometry. Furthermore,

the synchronisation can no longer be considered mutual, but driven, in nature as the final

frequency is enforced by the NC-STO from which the SW beam originates.

The synchronisation of coupled non-linear oscillators is a common natural phenomenon1.
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The coupling is typically described as mutual since each oscillator plays an active role in the

resulting synchronised state. Spin torque oscillators2–7 (STOs) represent an emerging class of

highly non-linear, nanoscopic, and ultra-broadband4, 8 microwave oscillators, where spin transfer

torque9–11 excites one or more spin wave modes. Mutual synchronisation is considered the pri-

mary vehicle to achieve sufficient signal quality required for applications. However, since the

early seminal experiments12, 13 demonstrating spin wave (SW) based mutual synchronisation of

two nanocontact STOs (NC-STOs)14, 15, progress has been relatively slow in terms of synchronis-

ing more oscillators. In 2009 four sub-GHz vortex based oscillators were synchronised through

direct exchange16, and it was not until 2013 that SW based mutual synchronisation of three high

frequency NC-STOs was demonstrated17. In this work we investigate the impact of the NC array

geometry and find that we can dramatically enhance synchronisation of up to five NC-STOs, a

new record, if they are aligned perpendicular to the in-plane component of the applied magnetic

field. Synchronisation is provided by a highly collimated and directional SW beam18 arising from

the Oersted field induced asymmetric field landscape19. As a consequence of this directionality,

synchronisation can no longer be considered mutual, but driven, as the final SW mode is enforced

by the NC-STO from which the SW beam originates. The demonstrated driven synchronisation

has the potential to greatly increase the number of synchronised NC-STOs as one can daisy-chain

an arbitrary number of NC-STOs and extend synchronisation over distances much greater than the

SW propagation length.

While both localised 20–24 and propagating 23, 25, 26 spin wave (SW) modes can be generated

in NC-STOs, it is the propagating SWs that have been shown to provide the dominant coupling
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mechanism necessary to promote phase locking between NCs 27, 28. Furthermore, the role of the

current induced Oersted field in the vicinity of the NC has been shown to play a critical role in

SW propagation. The Oersted field not only acts to localise SW modes but, and most importantly

for synchronisation, promotes a highly asymmetric propagation of SWs by locally modifying the

ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) frequency29. When the local FMR frequency is larger than the SW

frequency, propagation is thwarted, creating a so-called Oersted corral18 effect which can result in

highly collimated and directional SW beams.

To demonstrate the importance of SW beams on the synchronisation behaviour of NC-STOs

we consider two NC array geometries, as shown in Fig. 1a. The NC array geometry, either vertical

or horizontal, is defined with respect to the in-plane component of the external field, H||, which

points along the x-axis. The NCs have a nominal diameter of 100 nm, centre-to-centre spacing of

300 nm, and are defined on top of an all-metallic pseudo spin valve (PSV) mesa. Both scanning

electron microscopy images of the NCs, and optical microscopy images of a final device show-

ing the co-planar waveguide top contact, are shown in Fig. 1b, top and bottom, respectively. By

electrical characterisation and micromagnetic simulations, we find that not only is synchronisation

strongly preferred when the NCs are arranged vertically, but that the synchronisation mechanism

can no longer be considered mutual. This driven, or forced, synchronisation is a direct consequence

of the Oersted field induced asymmetric SW propagation. Finally, the unique magnetic field land-

scape generated by the vertical array also can localise, or trap, SWs in a region just outside one of

the NCs.
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Figure 1: Device structure. (a) PSV with an all-metallic stack: Pd(8 nm)/Cu(15 nm)/Co(8

nm)/Cu(8 nm)/NiFe(4.5 nm)/Cu(3 nm)/Pd(3 nm). NC arrays are shown with vertical and hori-

zontal arrangements with respect to the in-plane component of the external field, H||. (b) Scanning

electron microscopy images of the NCs with horizontal and vertical geometries, together with

an optical microscopy image of the final device and the top contact coplanar waveguide, which

provides electrical access to the NCs in parallel.

Results

Figure 2a shows the experimental frequency spectra of the horizontal array, measured as a function

of external field angle, θex, which is defined relative to the film plane, and a given direct current,

Idc. At angles larger than a critical angle, θc = 60◦, a single propagating26 SW mode exists for

each of the NCs in the free layer 23. For angles smaller than θc a localised SW bullet can also

be observed 22, 23, in addition to other localised modes19. Our interest will be primarily focused

on propagating SWs, and therefore θex > 60◦. As can be seen in Fig. 2a, for θex > 60◦ and

Idc = −48 mA, two modes with different frequencies can be observed, labelled mode 1 and 2,

indicating that the NCs are not synchronised for the horizontal array at this current. The integrated

power, P , and linewidth, ∆f , corresponding to each of the modes are shown in Fig. 2b, for θex >
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60◦, with solid red and blue circles. Consistent with experiment, the inset of Fig. 2a reveals that

the micromagnetically simulated phase difference, ∆φ, between the NCs (which have diameters

of 100 and 90 nm to mimic the experimental variation) monotonically decreases as a function of

time, indicating that synchronisation is not achieved for θex = 70◦. The maximum Oersted field,

HOe, is roughly 10% of the external magnetic field, Hex, and acts to drastically change the total

field in the vicinity of the NCs. Given we consider electrons flowing into the page, the largest local

field is on the bottom the NCs where HOe and H|| point in the same direction, whereas there is a

local minimum towards the upper part of the NC where H|| and HOe oppose each other, as shown

in Fig. 2d. Changes in local magnetic field then allow us to define a local variation of the FMR

frequency19 through the well-known Kittel equation. The FMR frequency, ω0, is defined as

ω0 =
√
ωH (ωH + ωM cos2 θint) (1)

where ωH = γHint, ωM = 4πγMS , γ = 2.8 MHz/Oe is the gyromagnetic ratio, and MS is the

saturation magnetisation of the thin film. Hint and θint are the internal magnetic field and out-of-

plane angle, respectively, and can be obtained by solving the magnetostatic boundary conditions

for θex = 70◦.

The resulting variation in the FMR frequency landscape, as shown in Fig. 2c, dramatically

modifies the SW propagation symmetry. A propagating SW with a frequency higher than the lo-

cal FMR frequency can easily propagate into the far field 18, i.e. into the regions above the NCs

along the +y direction. Therefore, the local field landscape created by HOe promotes preferential

propagation paths for the SWs, resulting in highly collimated SW beams18. By separately evalu-

ating the fast Fourier transforms of each simulation cell, then then filtering each image around a
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given mode frequency, the spatial profile of each mode can be mapped. This is clearly observed in

Fig. 2d from the simulated SW propagation pattern for the horizontal array of NCs at θex = 70◦ and

Idc = −44 mA. Two distinct modes, which can now be assigned to each NC, with frequencies of

fNC1=19.5 GHz and fNC2=21.1 GHz are observed. The maps are a linear scale and the intensity of

the colour is proportional to the mode power. Clearly, a majority of the SW energy propagates in a

direction orthogonal to the neighbouring NC which in turn significantly hampers the SW mediated

mutual synchronisation mechanism described earlier. Considering all else equal, the oscillators do

phase-lock for the horizontal geometry in the simulations when the NC diameters are identical 30.

A completely different behaviour is observed experimentally when the NCs are arranged

vertically. Once again, for θex > 60◦, there are two modes present in the spectra, as can be seen

in Fig. 3a, labelled 1+2 and X. However, the difference in frequency of the two modes is much

larger (∼3 GHz) and the behaviour of the integrated power and linewidth, Fig. 3b, are significantly

different than the horizontal geometry, Fig. 2b. For the mode labelled 1+2 we note that the in-

tegrated power (linewidth) is much larger (smaller) than either mode observed in the horizontal

geometry, consistent with a synchronised, or phase-locked, state over an angular locking range of

65◦ < θex < 76◦. For θex < 65◦, localisation 19 of the SW modes results in unlocking and for

θex > 76◦ the role of the Oersted field in breaking the symmetry of the SW propagation is dimin-

ished, again resulting in a loss of synchronisation. Additional differences arise between the two

modes when measuring the spectra as a function of current at a fixed θex=70◦, as shown in Fig. 3c.

Clearly, the 1+2 mode shows a strong blue shift, i.e. as the magnitude of the current increases, so

does the frequency of the oscillation mode. This is consistent with prior experiments on propagat-
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Figure 2: Horizontal NC array characterisation. (a) Experimental frequency spectra of a hor-

izontal NC array, for µ◦Hex = 0.965 T and Idc = −48 mA, measured as a function of external

field angle, θex. Mode 1 and 2 correspond to each of the NCs individual responses. The inset

shows the simulated precessional phase difference, ∆ϕ, between the NCs, indicating no synchro-

nisation. (b) Experimental integrated power and linewidth of mode 1 and mode 2, solid red and

blue circles, also as a function of θex. The open symbols refer to the localised modes observed for

θex < θc. (c) The FMR frequency landscape calculated by taking into account the Hex and HOe

assuming electron flow into the page. (d) Simulated SW propagation pattern from each of the NCs

for Idc = −44 mA, µ◦Hex = 0.965 T and θex = 70◦, showing highly collimated SW beams.
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Figure 3: Vertical NC array (a) Experimental frequency spectra of a vertical NC array, for

µ◦Hex = 0.965 T and Idc = −50 mA, measured as a function of external field angle, θex. Two

modes, labelled 1+2 and X are found over a wide range of θex. Mode 1+2 corresponds to the

synchronised state. The inset shows the simulated precessional phase difference, ∆ϕ, between the

NCs, which approaches zero after a transient time period of approximately 0.5 ns, indicating a

phase-locked state is achieved. (b) Experimental integrated power and linewidth of the 1+2 locked

mode, solid red circles, measured as a function of θex. The open symbols refer to the localised

modes observed for θex < θc. (c) Experimental frequency spectra for θex = 70◦ as a function of

Idc showing that the locked 1+2 mode is robust over a wide range of currents, and exhibits the ex-

pected blueshift in frequency associated with propagating SWs. Conversely, the X mode frequency

is virtually independent of current, suggesting a different origin.
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ing SWs for θex > θc
13, 23, 31. A single 1+2 mode is also observed over the entire measurement

current range, indicating a robust synchronisation in the vertical geometry. By comparison, the

X mode frequency is virtually independent of bias current, suggesting a different origin. Further-

more, simulations show that ∆φ between the NCs, seen in the inset of Fig. 3a, converges to a

steady value, near 13◦, consistent with a phase-locked state. In fact, the simulations also provide

insights into the lower frequency X mode, and will be discussed in detail further on.

The vertical geometry produces a very different magnetic field, and therefore FMR frequency

landscape, see Fig.4a, as compared to the horizontal geometry in Fig.2c. As shown in Fig. 2d, HOe

promotes SW propagation upwards, and therefore the SW mediated communication between the

NCs is preferred in a vertical arrangement. This is more clearly shown in Fig. 4b (blue line),

which plots a single linescan from the FMR frequency landscape along x = 0 nm. Clearly flocked

(green bold line) lies above the local FMR frequency in the region between the NCs (grey regions),

and therefore efficient SW mediated synchronisation is promoted. A spatial map of the simulated

locked-mode frequency is shown in Fig. 4c, showing a large power under both of the NCs and a

standing wave pattern30 in the region between. A similar exercise for the X-mode, Fig. 4d, reveals

that it is localised in a region just outside the lower NC and is unable to propagate due to the

local FMR frequency landscape, Fig. 4b (black bold line), and is therefore also referred to as the

“trapped mode”.

Further details regarding the synchronisation mechanism can be elucidated by the following

stepwise simulations, as outlined in Fig. 4e. Current is run through both of the NCs to ensure
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the magnetic field, and therefore FMR, landscape shown in Fig. 4a is preserved. However, the

spin polarisation, p, of each NC is separately controlled to find the natural frequency of each

NC. Firstly, NC1 is turned on, i.e. pNC1 = 0.3 and NC2 is considered inert, i.e. pNC2 = 0. The

natural frequency of NC1 is found to be fNC1 = 20.48 GHz, very close to flocked, as can be

seen in Fig. 4e (red). A similar exercise with only NC2 energised (pNC1 = 0 and pNC2 = 0.3)

finds that NC2 has a higher natural frequency of fNC2 = 21.10 GHz, as shown in Fig. 4e (blue).

Finally, when energising both NCs, (pNC1 = 0.3 and pNC2 = 0.3) we regain the synchronised state

with flocked = 20.51 GHz, as expected, Fig. 4e (green). This simple analysis has shed light on

a fundamentally different synchronisation mechanism where the lower NC has the dominant role

in the synchronisation process and the upper NC follows its lead. This is in stark contrast to the

mutual synchronisation mechanisms previously described in which each of the NCs are equally

involved in the synchronisation process27. In order to ensure the robustness of this mechanism, the

simulations shown in Fig. 4 are repeated with the larger NC on the top, Fig. 5. Similarly, we find

that synchronisation occurs at nearly the frequency of the lower NC, as can be seen in Fig. 5c and

5e.

As mentioned earlier, in addition to the locked or 1+2 mode in Fig. 3a, a second mode, la-

belled X, is observed. This mode can also be observed in the simulations, but only when the NCs

are oriented vertically, Fig. 4d and Fig. 5d. In analogy to scanning probe FMR measurements 32,

where a magnetic tip is used to generate a local field minimum in a nearby magnetic film, our

HOe landscape creates a similar field profile within our free layer, as can be seen just outside of

NC1 in Fig. 4b and 5b. We are able to experimentally probe the X mode as we are sensitive to
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Figure 4: Vertical NC array-simulations: Case I. For case I the bigger, 100nm, diameter NC

is located at the bottom of the NC array. (a) Full two-dimensional FMR frequency landscape.

(b) One-dimensional linescan of the FMR frequency along x = 0. The bold green line indicates

that the locked mode frequency, flocked = 20.51 GHz, is larger than the FMR frequency in the

region between the NCs whereas the bold black line indicates that the frequency of the X mode,

fX = 17.58 GHz, results in a localisation to a region just outside of NC1. (c) Spatial distribution

of the phase-locked mode. (d) Spatial distribution of the trapped mode. (e) Stepwise simulations

where only NC1 (red), only NC2 (blue), and both NC1 and NC2 (green) are energised. Clearly the

frequency of NC1, which is towards the bottom, dominates and determines the resulting synchro-

nised frequency.
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the magnetodynamics in a region larger than the NC due to current spreading, as further quantified

in supplement S1. By approximating the local field minimum with a wedge-like profile, as shown

with a violet dotted line in Fig. 5b, we can calculate the expected localised SW frequencies assum-

ing exchange dominated SWs: fn = (γ 2A
MS

(nπ
m

)2)
1
3 +15.25 GHz where A is the exchange stiffness,

m is the slope (40 nm/GHz) of the wedge-shaped potential well, n is an integer, and 15.25 GHz is

the bottom of the potential well. We find f1 ' 17 GHz, in good agreement with experiment and

simulations.

In Fig. 6a experimental measurements on 2-NC devices with varying centre-to-centre sep-

arations probe how far apart the separation distance between two vertically oriented NCs can be

and still synchronise. Robust synchronisation is observed for centre-to-centre separations of up to

1000 nm, where only a single mode is observed. For the NCs separated by 1300 nm we have found

occurrences of both synchronised and un-syncrhonised states, as we are now approaching the limit

of the maximum allowed separation governed by the finite SW propagation length. Finally, all

devices measured with centre-to-centre separations of 1400 nm showed two clear peaks consistent

with an un-synchronised state. The loss of synchronisation for separations greater than 1300 nm is

fully consistent with the experimental SW propagation length in permalloy29 and the simulations

shown in supplement S2 and S3.

Finally, experiments on devices with more than two NCs, as shown in Fig. 6b-d, have been

carried out. For a NC centre-to-centre spacing of 300 nm we find robust synchronisation in 3-NC,

4-NC (Fig. 6b), and 5-NC (Fig. 6c, upper panel) devices. The average integrated power, PAve, and
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Figure 5: Vertical NC array-Simulations: Case II. For case II the smaller, 90 nm, diameter NC

is located at the bottom of the NC array. (a) Full two-dimensional FMR frequency landscape.

(b) One-dimensional linescan of the FMR frequency along x = 0. The bold green line indicates

that the locked mode frequency, flocked = 20.17 GHz, is larger than the FMR frequency in the

region between the NCs whereas the bold black line indicates that the frequency of the X mode,

fX = 17.68 GHz, results in a localisation to a region just outside of NC1. The dashed violet

lines indicate the shape of the potential well used in the calculation of the trapped mode frequency

discussed in the text. (c) Spatial distribution of the locked mode. (d) Spatial distribution of the

trapped mode. (e) Stepwise simulations where only NC1 (red), only NC2 (blue), and both NC1 and

NC2 (green) are energised. Clearly the frequency of NC1, which is towards the bottom, dominates

and determines the resulting synchronised frequency.
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linewidth, ∆fAve, of the 3-NC, 4-NC, and 5-NC devices are [PAve,3−NC=3.3 pW, ∆fAve,3−NC=27.1

MHz], [PAve,4−NC=5.3 pW, ∆fAve,4−NC=14.0 MHz] and [PAve,5−NC=8.5 pW, ∆fAve,5−NC=11.2

MHz], respectively. Note the steady increase (decrease) of PAve (∆fAve) as the number of NCs

is increased. In an attempt to break the synchronisation of the 5-NC device we have measured

the spectra with an additional in-plane field angle, ΨIP = 30◦, shown in Fig. 6c, lower panel,

where we clearly observe three distinct modes. Aided by the analysis of the integrated power and

linewidth, Fig. 6d, of each mode we conclude that we have pairwise synchronisation of four of the

NCs, and a single un-locked NC.

Discussion

There appears to be no fundamental limit to how many NCs can by synchronised using a vertical ar-

rangement of NCs. To date the probability of synchronisation has followed a statistical distribution,

where it has been shown for nanocontact centre-to-centre separations of 300 nm the probability of

synchronisation is approximately 10%13. However, every device (tens of devices) measured in the

vertical geometry showed robust synchronisation for separations of 300 nm. We therefore believe

that by strategically taking advantage of the Oersted field induced SW beams, one can dramatically

increase the output power and therefore breathe new life into the potential use of these nanoscale

magnetic oscillators for a variety of oscillator applications. Another potential route would be to

fabricate NCs on a predefined waveguide structure to promote and enhance synchronisation for

relatively small in-plane applied fields33. However, utilising the driven synchronisation offered

naturally by Oersted field induced SW beams is a more attractive route in terms of fabrication as
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Figure 6: Vertical NC array-Experiments: Synchronisation of two NCs with large centre-

to-centre (cc) separation and synchronisation of up to 5 NCs. (a) 100 nm diameter NCs with

a separation of up to 1000 nm show synchronisation in all samples measured. However, for a

separation of 1300 nm, both locked and un-locked states can be found depending on the particular

sample. For separations larger than 1300 nm, synchronisation is never found. (b-d) The vertical

geometry allows for robust synchronisation of more than two NCs. (b) 3-NC and 4-NC devices

show synchronisation over the entire current range. (c, upper panel) Similarly, a current scan of

a 5-NC device shows a single mode over the entire measured current range, indicating a locked

state. (c, lower panel) Synchronisation can be broken by tilting the in-plane component of the

applied field by 30◦. (d) By comparing the integrated power and linewidth of the fully and partially

synchronised states shown in (c), we conclude that we have pairwise synchronisation of four of the

NCs and a single un-locked NC in (c, lower panel).
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it requires no special patterning to define a waveguide. Additionally, if one aims to synchronise

a very large number of NCs, connecting each oscillator in parallel with a single top contact, as

opposed to relying on individual electrical control of each oscillator, is also prefereed as having

separate electrical connections for more than two NCs not only becomes cumbersome in terms of

fabrication but also prohibitively expensive.

In terms of potential magnonics34 applications, one could design SW based repeaters used to

transmit SW information over much larger distances than the typical SW propagation length would

otherwise allow by simply daisy-chaining NCs together. Other applications include non-Boolean

computation with oscillatory neural networks which operate by using the frequency-domain rep-

resentation of an analogue signal where the frequency, phase, and amplitude play the role of the

information carriers35, 36. Wave based computation more easily lends itself to massively parallel

computing algorithms that can even mimic neurons in the brain37. Similarly to STOs, neurons can

be modelled as nonlinear oscillators that adjust their rhythms in response to external stimuli. In

the brain they form a network of coupled oscillators where the coupling is mediated by synapses.

In analogy to STOs, such neural arrays can self-synchronise. Recent progress in neuroscience has

shown that neural synchronisation plays a key role in associative memory processes38.

In conclusion, the unique magnetic field landscape generated by the vertical array creates

a local field minimum that acts to localise SWs in a region just outside the NC. Furthermore,

by purposefully taking advantage of the asymmetric SW propagation in NC-STOs we have not

only demonstrated a new driven synchronisation mechanism, but also highlighted a simple array
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geometry that can greatly increase the number of oscillators that can be synchronised. In this work

synchronisation of up to 5 NCs, a new record for STOs, is demonstrated.

Methods

Experiments. The PSV used in this study is based on an all-metallic stack with the following

structure: Pd(8 nm)/Cu(15 nm)/Co(8 nm)/Cu(8 nm)/Ni80Fe20(4.5 nm)/Cu(3 nm)/Pd(3 nm). The

Ni80Fe20 is deposited from a stoichiometric target and simply referred to as NiFe. All the layers

were deposited at room temperature using magnetron sputtering in an Ar working gas pressure of

3 mTorr on a Si/SiO2 substrate. The base pressure of the sputtering system was lower than 5×10−8

Torr. After the deposition of the PSV stack, 16 µm × 8 µm mesas were defined by conventional

optical lithography. Subsequent electron beam lithography was then used to define multiple NCs

with different geometries into a 45 nm thick SiO2 layer. Electrical measurements are performed

using a probe station taking advantage of a Halbach array of permanent magnets which is capable

of producing a uniform and precisely rotatable field with a fixed magnitude µ◦Hex = 0.965 T. The

applied field angle, θex was swept between 0 to 80◦. DC current Idc is applied to the array of NCs

through a bias tee and the resulting magnetodynamic response is first amplified using a low noise

amplifier and measured electrically in the frequency domain using a 40 GHz spectrum analyser.

Simulations. Micromagnetic simulations were performed using the MuMax3 GPU accel-

erated code 39. A disc with a diameter of 2000 nm was implemented to simulate the extended

NiFe free layer. To mimic the typical experimental distribution of NC sizes, the simulated NC

diameters are chosen to differ by 10%, that is diameters of 100 and 90 nm are used. Also, as our
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experimental NCs are connected in parallel, we ensure each simulated NC has the same current

density. A cell size of 3.9×3.9×5 nm3 together with absorbing (α = 1) boundaries are adopted to

minimise SW reflections. Simulations are performed at 300 K following Brown’s thermal field for-

mulation and the effect of the current-induced Oersted field is also included assuming the current

flows along an infinite cylinder. Internal parameters used in the simulations for NiFe are a satura-

tion magnetisation µ0MS = 0.88 T, exchange constant A = 10 pJ/m, Gilbert damping α = 0.01

and zero magnetocrystalline anisotropy. The spin polarisation angle, which is determined from

the internal magnetisation angle of the Co fixed layer, is calculated by solving the magneto-static

boundary conditions and a saturation magnetisation of µ0MS,Co = 1.7 T. A spin torque efficiency

of p = 0.3 yields a remarkable quantitative agreement with experiments. Finally, no exchange

coupling between the fixed and free layer is included in our simulations.
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